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57 ABSTRACT 

Disclosed apparatus and method enable a host computer or 
Server in a non-synchronous data communication network 
e.g. a network in which data is Subject to routing over 
transmission paths of indefinite configurations and lengths, 
and receptive handling of indefinite duration-to gather time 
Statistics from client computers or terminals receiving the 
data, particularly statistics useful for determining: (a) transit 
times of data from Server to clients; (b) times elapsed at 
client Stations, between reception of data and one or more 
events pre-specified in information accompanying the data; 
and (c) transit times of return messages sent from respective 
client Stations to the Server. Control information attached to 
transmitted data includes a "timing Script' written in a 
Scripted language Subject to interpretation by Software at the 
client Station receiving the data. In addition to the timing 
Script, other information presently attached to transmitted 
data includes an identity ("data ID”) value uniquely asso 
ciated with the transmitted data, and a starting time value 
STo representing the time at which transmission of the data 
Started. The timing Script causes a computer or intelligent 
terminal at the client Station to Start a local timer, and Send 
two or more return messages back to the originating Server. 
Each return message contains the data ID and time infor 
mation. A first return message (MSG 1), Sent immediately 
upon reception of the data, includes the Start time ST. One 
or more Second messages (MSG2) sent conditionally after 
the first message indicate times elapsed between reception of 
the data and one or more user handling events effectively 
pre-Specified in the timing Script. 

8 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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GATHERING DATA HANDLING STATISTICS 
IN NON-SYNCHRONOUS DATA 
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention concerns a method and apparatus for 
gathering timing Statistics in non-Synchronous data commu 
nication networks, particularly Statistics pertaining to data 
transmission times and reaction times of users at receiving 
Stations. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The term “non-Synchronous data communication 
networks', as used herein, is meant to connote networks in 
which internal clocks of Sending and receiving Stations are 
essentially not synchronizable. Typical examples of Such 
networks are the Internet and World Wide Web; wherein 
transmitted data may be Subject to indefinite delays due to 
varied routing (depending upon traffic conditions) and due to 
conditions encountered at individual Switching nodes in any 
route (depending upon traffic conditions and operating speed 
of equipment at respective nodes). Accordingly, Such net 
Works do not lend themselves easily to gathering of timing 
Statistics indicative of transmission time delays between 
Sending and receiving Stations. Even assuming that receiv 
ing Stations Send notifications of reception to origin/sending 
Stations, Such notifications would necessarily arrive at 
indefinite times due to indeterminate delays caused by 
routing and other conditions (like those encountered by 
transmitted data). 

Furthermore, at receiving Stations in Such networks, the 
timing of user reactions to received data is generally 
indefinite, and, assuming receiving Stations Send notifica 
tions of Such reaction times to origin/sending Stations, times 
at which Such notifications arrive at Sending Stations are 
necessarily indefinite due to network delays of the same type 
as those encountered by transmitted data. 

Nevertheless, Statistics indicative of data transmission 
times over the network and user reaction times at receiving 
Stations may be very useful for enabling data Senders to 
evaluate their communication needs and the effectiveness of 
their transmitted data. This is particularly true of public 
networks like the Internet, in which transmitted data may 
have commercial or advertising Significance. 

It is generally known that in Such networks transmission 
delays are not measurable or inferrable Simply from 
acknowledgements returned by receiving Stations, inasmuch 
as transmitted data would encounter indeterminate routing 
and/or Switching delays, and corresponding acknowledge 
ments would also encounter indeterminate routing and/or 
Switching delays generally different from those encountered 
by associated transmitted data. Similarly, it is understood 
that timing of user reactions to transmitted data, at receiving 
Stations, is not inferrable simply from returned acknowl 
edgements or equivalent Signals inasmuch as Such reaction 
times per Se have indefinite timing relative to instants of 
reception and return transmissions of acknowledgements 
would be subject to indeterminate delays due to the network 
construction. 

Nevertheless, information about data transmission delayS, 
and delays in respect to user reactions to transmitted data at 
receiving Stations, could be quite useful. For instance, the 
Sender of an advertisement might want to know how long it 
took for the advertisement to reach the average receiver, and 
what interest is generated by the received advertisement or 
even Specific portions thereof. Knowledge of the average 
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2 
transmission delay could enable Senders to evaluate their 
communication needs and upgrade or downgrade accord 
ingly. Similarly, knowledge of how times elapsed on average 
between reception of advertisements and actions indicating 
user interest (or even disinterest) therein could enable send 
ers to evaluate the effectiveness of Such advertisements. 

In general then, for data representing various displayable 
offerings, advertisements, or the like, time Statistics indica 
tive of transmission delays and reactions to the received data 
could be of interest to Senders; at least as a means for 
evaluating the effectiveness of transmission facilities cur 
rently being utilized and effectiveness of the data per Se. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, means located at Server 
and client nodes of a data communication network 
particularly, a network in which data is Subject to being 
transmitted over varied routes depending upon time of day, 
traffic, class of Service, etc.-enable a computer at the Server 
node, when transmitting data to a computer or “intelligent' 
terminal at the client node, to receive feedback messages 
from the client node containing timing useful timing Statis 
tics. More Specifically, timing Statistics provided in the 
feedback messages are useful for indicating the types and 
frequencies of transmission delays that are attributable to 
network routing, as well as indicating user reactions to 
transmitted data at client terminals. Thus, the owner of the 
transmitted data can use Such Statistics to determine if their 
network Service has to be upgraded, to Select optimal times 
of day for transmitting their data, to determine the effec 
tiveness of the data per Se in respect to those viewing the 
data at client Stations, etc. 
To induce actions at client Stations resulting in return of 

Such feedback messages, a "timing Script' is incorporated 
into the data transmitted to each client Station. This Script is 
interpretable by an interpreter operating at the client Station. 
For instance, on the Internet, the timing Script could be 
written in the Script language associated with the Java" 
programming language (Java is a Trademark of Sun 
MicroSystems) commonly used in Internet communications, 
and at the client Station the timing Script could be interpreted 
by a Java interpreter of the type commonly provided in 
so-called “web browsers' like Netscape’s “Navigator”. It 
should be understood that elements of the Java language are 
cited here only as examples, and that other Script languages 
and their interpreters could be used for the same purpose of 
inducing message feedback actions. 

In addition to the foregoing timing Script, information 
added to the transmitted data (at the Server) includes a “data 
ID' term uniquely associated to the data being transmitted, 
and a Starting time value ST representing the time at which 
transmission of the associated data began (based on the State 
of the server's internal clock). 
On receipt of the data at a client Station, the timing Script 

acts as instructions to the client's interpreter program caus 
ing the latter to: (a) immediately return a first message 
(“MSG1") to the server, and (b) start a client timer (“CT") 
to effectively measure elapsed time from reception of the 
data to one or more events Specified in the timing Script. 
MSG1 includes ST and the data ID. 
On receiving MSG1, the server creates a current time 

stamp ST, calculates the difference between ST, and ST, 
and Saves the result in association with the data ID as a 
measure of “round-trip transmission time” taken for transfer 
of the data and return of MSG1. The saved result is useful 
for further analysis of the effectiveness of network access 
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Services then being received by the data Sender. 
Furthermore, if MSG1 is accompanied by address informa 
tion indicating the routing of that message, Such address 
information could also be saved and used by the sender for 
evaluating the transmission time taken for Sending the 
original data as well as the effectiveness of network Services 
then being used by the Sender. 
Upon occurrence of a Said Specified event, the client 

computer: (a) extracts the then instantaneous value of its 
timer count CT as a representation “ET of the time elapsed 
between receipt of the data and occurrence of the respective 
event; and (b) sends a Second message, MSG2, to the server, 
this message containing the value of ET as well as the data 
ID and ST. On receiving MSG2, the server creates a current 
time Stamp ST, calculates the difference between ST and 
ST, and saves the result along with the value of ET, in 
association with the data ID, for further analysis. This 
Second Saved result is indicative of the aggregate time taken 
for transmission of the data, client handling of the data up to 
the respective event, and return transmission of MSG2; i.e. 
it is indicative of the aggregate round trip transmission times 
of the data and MSG2 plus the elapsed time ET from client 
reception of the data to the aforesaid event. Incidentally, it 
should be noted that elapsed time between transmission of 
the data and multiple events, the latter representing various 
reactions of a viewer to the transmitted data, could be 
determined in this manner by having the client Station return 
additional messages MSG3, MSG4, etc. 
Upon subtraction of ET from the above second result, the 

remainder is a useful indication of aggregate round trip 
transmission times for the data and MSG2. Also, comparison 
of that remainder with the “round trip” time derived from 
MSG1 may provide useful insights as to differences in return 
transmission routes allocated to MSG1 and MSG2. The 
average of these differences in return routing can be Sub 
tracted from the remainder to arrive at a reasonable measure 
of the transmission time of the originally Sent data; i.e. as a 
measure of the effectiveness of network service provided for 
that transmission. The saved value of ET, and other values 
of ET derived from other feedback messages-e.g. from 
messages responsive to other events at the same client 
and/or from messages generated by other clients receiving 
the same data-can be used to provide the data owner (e.g. 
advertiser) with information indicative of various reactions 
to the data of end users at client Stations e.g. information that 
could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of data consti 
tuting different advertisements of a product as an aid in 
Selection of a most effective advertisement. 

These and other features, advantages, objectives and 
benefits of the present invention will be more fully under 
stood by considering the following detailed description and 
claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a Schematic illustrating an aspect of problems 
dealt with presently in respect to gathering information 
about network delayS encountered by transmitted data in 
non-Synchronous data communication networks wherein 
data is Subject to indefinite routing and Switching delayS. 

FIG. 2 illustrates other aspects of problems dealt with 
presently in respect to gathering information about network 
delays encountered by transmitted data based on Signals 
returned from receiving Stations as Soon as the latter receive 
the data, and about delays in timing of user reactions to the 
transmitted data, at receiving Stations, based on other sign 
Sent when Such reactions occur. 
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4 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the present 

invention, and its deployment at Server and client nodes of 
a network exemplified by the Internet. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram describing operations performed 
in accordance with the invention to effect transmission of 
data from a Server Station to a client Station, in a form 
enabling the Server Station to gather time Statistics pertaining 
to the time taken for the data to reach client Station as well 
as other time Statistics presently pertinent. 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram describing operations at client 
Stations in respect to data received in the form indicated in 
FIG. 4, which operations result in return of messages to the 
Server Station from which presently pertinent time Statistics 
can be calculated and Saved at the client Station. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
1. Problems Solved By The Present Invention 
A network environment in which the invention can be 

used to advantage is Suggested in FIG. 1, and problems 
pertaining to gathering of delay timing Statistics in Such 
networks are explained with reference to FIG. 1 and a timing 
diagram in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 1 shows a wide area non-Synchronous data commu 
nication network 1 linking Server 2 to client computer 3. It 
is understood that in addition to the Stations containing 
Server 2 and client System 3 the network shown may serve 
many other Stations, both Servers and clients. A presently 
relevant characteristic of Such networks is that data is 
Subject to indeterminate transmission delays due to either or 
both of varied routing of the data (through Switching 
equipment variably located in the network) and/or condi 
tions encountered at network Switching nodes. Such delayS 
are necessitated by traffic Volume and other circumstances 
both throughout the network and at individual Switching 
nodes. Consequently, data transmitted from Server 2 to client 
Station 3 would encounter indeterminate or indefinite delayS 
in Such transmission, depending upon the number of Switch 
ing nodes traversed by the data, cumulative distances 
between traversed Switching nodes, conditions encountered 
within individual Switching nodes (traffic conditions, oper 
ating speed of Switch equipment, etc.), etc. The Internet and 
World Wide Web represent typical networks of this type. 

Another pertinent characteristic of this type of network is 
that Signals returned from Stations receiving data to Stations 
Sending the data (e.g. from Station 3 to server 1 in the 
illustration of FIG. 1) encounter indeterminate or indefinite 
network delays in their transferS that further complicate the 
problem of gathering or inferring timing Statistics. 

Referring to the timing diagram in FIG. 2, line 4 denotes 
time and the direction of increasing time is Suggested by the 
arrow indicated at 4a. Broken portions of line 4 represent 
time intervals of indefinite or indeterminate duration. 
A first time of present interest in this figure, that indicated 

at 5, is the time of reception of transmitted data (e.g. in FIG. 
1, data received by client 3 from server 2). As noted in the 
discussion of FIG. 1, this time is indeterminate due to 
network delays that depend on network routing conditions 
and/or queueing delays at network Switching nodes. 
Now, assuming that a signal or message effectively 

acknowledging reception is returned from a Station receiving 
data to the data's origin station (e.g. from client 3 to server 
2 in FIG. 1), a second time of present interest would be the 
time elapsed between the transmission of that 
(acknowledging) signal or message and its arrival at its 
destination; i.e. the time elapsed between time points 5 and 
6 in FIG. 2. As indicated by the broken line between times 
5 and 6, this arrival time is also indefinite or indeterminate 
as Suggested by the broken line between time points 5 and 
6). 
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A third time of present interest is that elapsed between 
time points 5 and 7, FIG. 2. This is the elapsed time between 
reception of data and occurrence of a predetermined user 
reaction to all or part of that data; e.g. could be one of: 
discarding a viewable page of data evoked by a user action 
calling for loading of new data, Selection of a particular term 
or Symbol, in a viewable page, that effectively constitutes a 
“hyperlink' for initiating a predetermined communication to 
the origin data Server, Sending of a reply to data constituting 
an E-Mail note, etc.). As indicated by the dotted line 
between time points 5 and 7, this elapsed time also is of 
indeterminate or indefinite duration inasmuch as it depends 
upon unpredictable behavior of a user/viewer of the data. 

Finally, assuming that the client Station Sends a signal or 
message to the origin server at user reaction time 7 (that 
Signal or message effectively constituting an acknowledge 
ment of occurrence of the predetermined user reaction), a 
fourth time of present interest would be the time elapsed 
between transmission of this signal or message and its 
arrival at the origin server (the latter time shown at 8, FIG. 
2). As indicated by the dotted line between times 7 and 8, 
this elapsed time is also of indeterminate or indefinite 
duration due e.g. to unpredictable network delays and/or 
unpredictable queueing (traffic) conditions at network 
Switching nodes. 
A point to note in respect to reception times 6 and 8 is that 

although FIG.2 shows respective Signals/messages reaching 
the Server in the Same order as they were Sent, they could 
conceivably arrive in reverse order; inasmuch as they would 
in general traverse different routes through Switching nodes 
of the network and/or different aggregate queueing delays in 
transit through Such nodes. Thus, the Signal representing 
notification of data reception could traverse a lengthier 
network route than the Signal representing notification of 
user reaction, and thereby incur a lengthier transmission 
delay than the user reaction notification, and/or the former 
Signal could incur encounters lengthier aggregate queueing 
delays than the latter Signal in transit through Switching 
nodes of respective routes. 

In an environment like the Internet, representative trans 
mitted data could be pages displayable at the receiving client 
Station, and a typical user reaction that could be the Subject 
of the above notification of reaction could be one of: filling 
in a particular item in a form displayed in a page, Selection 
of a highlighted text term or Symbol within a displayed page 
(Such selection e.g. effecting a hyperlink request to have a 
related page downloaded from the origin server), or discard 
ing the displayed page by requesting another unrelated page, 
etc. Also, it is generally understood that in an environment 
Such as the Internet, Sending and receiving Stations have 
internal clocks that are neither Synchronous to each other nor 
Synchronizable as Such; and this inability to Synchronize 
clocks further complicates the gathering of presently rel 
evant delay timing Statistics. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, and considering the indefinite 
neSS or indeterminateneSS of elapsed times between times 5 
and 6, times 5 and 7, and times 7 and 8, it is easy to 
understand why it is difficult in Such networks to gather 
timing Statistics indicative of Such elapsed times and of 
transmission and user reaction delays related to Such. 

Nevertheless, such statistics could be quite useful. For 
example, a Sender of Internet pages representing commercial 
offerings or advertisements, might want to know the average 
transmission delay encountered in transmittal of their pages, 
and/or times of Specific user reactions to items contained in 
their pages. Knowledge of average transmission delayS 
could enable the Sender to determine if their network acceSS 
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6 
facilities are adequate for intended purposes or need upgrad 
ing. Knowledge of user reactions to specific page items 
might enable Senders to modify their offerings or advertise 
ments to maximize user interest and ultimately increase 
asSociated Sales. 
The present invention provides means for enabling Send 

ers to gather Such time Statistics. 
2. Preferred Embodiment of the Invention 
The general attributes of the invention are described 

below with reference to FIG. 3, and specific server and client 
operations pertinent to the invention are described below 
with reference to flow diagrams contained in FIGS. 4 and 5. 
AS indicated in FIG. 3, Server 2", adapted in accordance 

with the present invention, includes means for incorporating 
into (or attaching to) transmitted data certain control infor 
mation; the latter including a unique data identity (ID) 
function, a transmission start time (hereafter denoted ST), 
and a “timing Script' (discussed below) for inducing equip 
ment at the receiving Station to return messages containing 
Statistically pertinent time information in a desired manner. 
As indicated further in FIG. 3, client station 3', as pres 

ently adapted, contains means for interpreting the above 
mentioned timing Scripts and for transmitting certain return 
messages to Servers that Sent data to which respective timing 
Scripts were attached. 
The means mentioned above preferably are embodied in 

application programs installed at the Server and client Sta 
tions. The timing Scripts mentioned above could be written 
in a Script language, and the interpreter for the timing Script 
could be contained in browser applications commonly 
installed at client Stations. AS noted earlier, a Suitable Script 
language for application of the invention to the Internet 
would be the script language associated with the JavaTM 
(Trademark of Sun MicroSystems) programming language, 
and a Suitable corresponding interpreter facility for client 
Stations could be a function that is presently available in a 
number of existing browser applications. For example, the 
Netscape NavigatorTM (trademark of Netscape Corporation) 
is one Such browser application. 

Although transmission of Scripted instructions is not new 
per se, functions evoked by the present timing Script are 
considered novel. It should be noted that any Script language 
and associated interpreter could be employed in the present 
manner. It also should be noted that it would be possible for 
a Server to Send timing Scripts in any form that is likely to 
be interpreted at a client Station (even, for instance, in 
multiple different Script language forms tailored to different 
interpreters). Furthermore, users of the Internet will appre 
ciate that Script, Such as that in the presently used timing 
Script, and interpreters associated therewith, can be installed 
in computers at network Stations (both client and Server 
Stations) in various forms; e.g. via computer readable media 
Such as Storage disks or via the network itself. 

Pertinent operations of Server and client Stations in accor 
dance with the invention are described next with reference 
to FIGS. 4 and 5. 

FIG. 4 shows relevant processes performed at an Internet 
type server Station, during retrieval and transmission of a 
data page requested by a client Station. In response to 
reception of a page request from a client Station (action 30, 
FIG. 4), the Server retrieves the requested page and attaches 
certain information to it (actions 32, FIG. 4). The attached 
information includes a timing Script, an initial time Stamp 
designated ST, a page identity (ID), and a first return 
message designated MSG (or instructions for generating 
such). MSG may include the initial time stamp ST. 
The page and attached information are Sent to a network 

access point (action 34, FIG. 4) at which a route (or a portion 
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of a route) is selected for transmitting the respective data and 
attachments to the requesting client. It is understood that 
Such a route may consist of variably located Switching nodes 
of the network (nodes at which data from many network 
Sources is Switchably handled relative to many network 
destinations). 

Selection of the foregoing route is effected in the manner 
Suggested at 36–42. In this process, partial route Segments or 
legs are tested, and chosen or not chosen (operations 38 and 
40) depending upon their instantaneous accessibility. Suc 
cessive Segments or legs are chosen in this manner until a 
complete route is formed from the initial access point to the 
requesting client. These tests and Selections may all be made 
at the initial acceSS point or distributively at that point and 
Switching nodes between that point and the final destination. 
As shown at 38 and 40, if a tested leg is currently inacces 
Sible or unavailable, an alternate leg is tried. AS Shown at 42, 
if the leg tested at 38 is available, an additional determina 
tion is made as to whether this leg is an intermediate route 
Segment or a last one (i.e. one linking directly to the 
requesting client). If the determination at 42 is that the 
currently tested leg is intermediate, a next leg is tested as 
suggested by the line leading from the “N” (no) termination 
of 42 to the input of decision 38. If the determination at 42 
is that the leg just tested is the last one of a route, the route 
Selection is complete and the page with its additions is 
transferred over the route to the client Station (operation 44). 
AS Suggested at 46, upon receipt of the page and additions 

a number of device processes are initiated at the client 
Station. Pertinent details of these processes are shown in 
FIG. 5. 
At reception of the page with attached information, the 

attached timing Script prompts computer apparatus at the 
client Station to Start an internal timer/clocked counter 
(operation 60) and concurrently to initiate transmission of 
MSG to a network access point (operation 61). 
Concurrently, the received page is displayed at the client 
Station (operation 62), assuming that its contents are dis 
playable in a meaningful form, and viewable by a user at that 
Station. What occurs thereafter at the client Station depends 
at least in part upon actions taken by Such a user in respect 
to the displayed page or a specific portion thereof (these 
activities represented at 63). 
While these actions are occurring, a route for transferring 

MSG, from the network access point to the origin Server 
(the server that sent the page now being displayed), is 
chosen by selection processes 70-73 similar to processes 36, 
38, 40 and 42 of FIG. 2; and MSG is transmitted to the 
origin server over that route. Upon receiving MSG, the 
origin Server creates a current time Stamp ST, and Stores it 
and ST for use in Subsequent (transmission delay) calcu 
lations described below (operation 74). In such calculations, 
a difference result obtained by subtracting ST from ST, 
would be indicative of the “round trip” transmission delays 
incurred in transmission of the presently displayed page to 
the client and return transmission of MSG from the client 
to the server. 

Returning to consideration of client activities 63 occur 
ring after formation of the display of the received page, the 
timing Script prepares the client Station to detect occurrence 
of one or more specific events relevant to use of the 
displayed page (detection action 80). Upon detection of a 
stipulated event, the timer started at 60 is stopped (action 
81). The state of the timer counter at that instant, which 
represents the time elapsed Since the page was received, is 
incorporated into a Second message, MSG, which is trans 
ferred to the network addressed to the server (operation 82), 
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8 
and transmitted to the Server over a variable route Selected 
by processes 70–73. 
Upon receiving MSG, the server performs operations 74 

related to the contents of that message. These operations 
include creating and Saving a time Stamp ST, representing 
the server's time of reception of MSG. Differences between 
ST and ST, and between ST and the sum of ST and ET, 
may be used to develop Statistically relevant indications of 
round trip delays incurred by transmitted data and associated 
return messages, as well as indications of delays incurred 
only by transmitted data. 

Relevant operations at the client Station may either con 
clude after transmission of MSG, or as suggested at 90 and 
91, may be followed by additional operations for detecting 
additional user actions or Subsequent to the event giving rise 
to MSG. Each detection of such an additional event can be 
used to generate a corresponding message MSG, (n=3, 4, . 
. . ) to be transmitted to the Server and time Stamped by the 
latter upon reception. As indicated at 90, the number of Such 
operations can be determined by restricting n to a value "p' 
predefined in the timing Script (where p is equal to or greater 
than 2, the initial value of n). AS Suggested at 91, when 
additional activities are monitored the value of n needs to be 
incremented and the timer stopped at 81 needs to be 
restarted. 

It should be appreciated that time Stamps resulting from 
handling of more than two return messages can be used-as 
in the foregoing discussion of the possible Statistical treat 
ment of time values ET, ST, ST, and ST-to develop 
additional Statistically relevant indications of round trip 
delays as well as delays incurred only for data transmission. 
These indications can be used therefore to enhance the 
accuracy of average indications Statistically inferred from 
time Stamps applied to only two return messages. 
3. Alternate Embodiments of the Invention 
The following observations, although possibly having no 

direct relevance to the present invention, are considered 
noteworthy. 

Since interpreters are not standard, it may be useful to 
transmit redundant versions of the timing Script in Script 
languages compatible with Several popular interpreters. 

Alternatively, the timing Script could be provided in a 
preSelected Script language and transmitted along with an 
“applet” (mini-application) that: Self installs at the client 
Station; then executes automatically without dependence 
upon any program resident at that Station; and ultimately is 
discarded after the associated data is discarded by the client 
Station. 

Other variations, for ensuring client execution of the 
timing Script, should be readily apparent to those skilled in 
presently relevant arts. 

Therefore, we claim: 
1. For Stations operating to exchange data through a 

non-Synchronous data communication network, Said net 
work characterized in that data transmitted between Said 
Stations is Subject to transmission delays of indeterminate 
duration within Said network, apparatus for enabling a first 
Station in Said network to gather Statistics indicative of 
durations of Said transmission delays in respect to data 
transmitted through Said network from Said first Station to a 
plurality of Second Stations remote from Said first Station, 
Said apparatus comprising: 
means at Said first Station for attaching control informa 

tion to data instantly being transmitted from Said first 
Station to one of Said Second Stations, Said control 
information including a data identity (ID) associated 
with Said data instantly being transmitted, a start time, 
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ST, representing the time at which Said first Station 
began transmitting Said data instantly being 
transmitted, and a timing Script Subject to interpretation 
at Said one of Said Second Stations, Said timing Script 
requiring Said one of Said Second Stations to immedi 
ately initiate transmission of a first return message to 
Said first Station upon receipt of Said data instantly 
being transmitted; Said first return message containing 
said data ID and said start time ST; 

means at said first station for Saving said start time ST in 
asSociation with Said data ID; 

means at Said first Station for generating a first time value 
ST upon reception of Said first return message at Said 
first Station; and 

means at Said first Station for Saving Said first time value 
in association with said saved start time value ST and 
said saved data ID; 

Said Saved time values being useful to develop round trip 
delay time information representing the aggregate 
transmission delayS encountered by Said data instantly 
being transmitted, en route between Said first Station 
and Said one of Said Second Stations, together with the 
aggregate transmission delay incurred by Said first 
return message en route between Said one of Said 
Second Stations and Said first Station. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein: 
Said data instantly being transmitted is Susceptible of 

undergoing a predetermined user handling action at an 
indeterminate time after its reception at Said one of Said 
Second Stations receiving Said data instantly being 
transmitted; and 

said timing Script is effective to condition said one of said 
Second Stations to initiate transmittal of a Second return 
message to Said first Station when a said predetermined 
user handling action occurs, Said Second return mes 
Sage containing Said data ID and a time value ET 
internally developed at Said one of Said Second Stations, 
Said time value ET representing the time elapsed 
between reception at Said one of Said Second Stations of 
Said data instantly being transmitted and occurrence of 
Said predetermined user handling action. 

3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 2, wherein Said 
first Station comprises: 
means effective upon reception of Said Second return 

message for Saving Said time value ET in association 
with said data ID and said saved time values ST and 
ST; 

means effective upon reception of Said Second return 
message for generating a Second time value ST at the 
respective time of reception of Said Second return 
message, and 

means for Saving Said Second time value ST in associa 
tion with said other saved time values ST, ST, and ET; 

all of Said Saved time values being useful together to 
develop delay time Statistics indicative of the transmis 
Sion delay encountered by Said data instantly being 
transmitted en route from Said first Station to Said one 
of Said Second Stations. 

4. Apparatus for a data Server linked via a non 
Synchronous data communication network to client Stations, 
Said apparatus comprising: 
means for attaching control information to respective data 

instantly being transmitted from Said Server to Said 
network for transfer via Said network to a said client 
Station; Said control information including a data iden 
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10 
tity (ID) associated with said data instantly being 
transmitted, a start time ST representing the time at 
which Said Server Started transmitting Said respective 
data, and a timing Script Subject to interpretation at a 
client Station receiving Said respective data; Said timing 
Script requiring a client Station receiving Said respective 
data to immediately transmit a first return message to 
Said network for transfer to Said Server; Said first return 
message containing Said data ID and Said Start time 
ST; 

means for generating a time value ST when Said first 
return message is received at Said Server; and 

means for Saving said value ST in association with the 
data ID and start time value ST contained in said first 
return message; Said Saved data ID and time values 
being useful to develop information about aggregate 
delays encountered by Said respective data and Said first 
return message in their passages through Said network. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein Said non 
Synchronous network is one in which transmitted data is 
Subject to routing through variably Selected Switching nodes 
in Said network and thereby Subject to indeterminate transfer 
delays associated with Said routing and queueing conditions 
encountered at individual Switching nodes within a Selected 
route; and wherein Said Saved ID and time values are useful 
to develop indications of Said transfer delayS. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 4 wherein Said attached 
timing Script is further constructed to: 

a) prepare said client station receiving said data instantly 
being transmitted to detect occurrence of a predeter 
mined event which is Subject to occurring at Said client 
Station at an indeterminate time after reception of Said 
data instantly being transmitted; and 

b) condition said client station to Send a second return 
message of predetermined form to Said Server upon 
detecting Said predetermined event; Said Second mes 
Sage including Said data ID and a time value ET 
internally developed at Said client Station; Said time 
value ET representing time elapsed at Said client Station 
between reception of Said data instantly being trans 
mitted and detection of Said predetermined event, and 
wherein 
Said data Server includes means for generating a Second 

time value ST, when Said Second return message is 
received at Said data Server, and for Saving Said 
Second time value in association with Said Saved data 
ID and said other saved time values ET, ST, and 
ST; 

Said Saved Second time value and Said Saved other time 
values being useful to develop Statistically relevant 
indications of average transmission delays incurred 
in transmitting data from Said Server to Said client 
Stations. 

7. A computer program product consisting of a program 
application for a data Server linked via a non-Synchronous 
network to client Stations, Said program application being 
conveyed to Said data Server via the computer readable 
medium and enabling Said data Server to develop Statistically 
useful indications of delays incurred in transmitting data 
through Said network to Said client Stations, Said program 
application specifically causing Said data Server to: 

attach control information to data instantly being trans 
mitted from Said data Server to a Said client Station; Said 
attached control information including: a data identity 
(ID) function uniquely associated with said data 
instantly being transmitted; a start time value ST, 
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denoting the time at which said Server began transmit 
ting Said data instantly being transmitted; and a timing 
Script Subject to interpretation at a client Station receiv 
ing Said data instantly being transmitted; Said timing 
Script being formed to cause Said last-mentioned client 
Station to immediately initiate transmission to Said data 
Server of a first return message having a predetermined 
form upon reception of Said data instantly being trans 
mitted; Said first return message including Said data ID 
and Said Start time value ST, and 

Said program application is constructed to cause Said first 
Server, upon receiving Said first return message to Save 
Said Start time value ST, in association with Said data 
ID, as a time Statistic pertinent to determination of the 
transmission delay incurred by Said data instantly being 
transmitted en route from Said data Server to Said client 
Station. 

8. A computer program product in accordance with claim 
7 wherein: 

Said timing Script is additionally formed to: 
a) prepare said last-mentioned client Station to detect 

occurrence of a predetermined event; Said predeter 
mined event being Subject to occurrence at Said 
client Station at an indeterminate time after Said data 
instantly being transmitted is received at Said client 
Station; and 
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b) require said client Station to initiate transmission of 

a Second return message to Said data Server upon 
detection of Said event; Said Second return message 
containing Said data ID and a time value ET, Said 
time ET being internally generated by Said client 
Station and representing the time elapsed at Said 
client Station between reception of Said data instantly 
being transmitted and occurrence of Said event; and 

Said program application is constructed to cause Said 
data Server, upon reception of Said Second return 
meSSage, to: 
a) generate a second time value ST representing the 

time of Said reception, and 
b) Save said Second time value and Said elapsed time 

value ET in association with said data ID and said 
Saved Start time value ST, 

Said Saved time values together providing a basis for 
deriving a Statistically relevant indication of the 
transmission delay incurred by Said data instantly 
being transmitted en route from Said data Server to 
Said client Station. 


